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2.3 Accessing and manipulating data

n Data without being able to generate, access and
change it is useless

n Usually, for elemental data types imperative and
object-oriented languages provide the necessary
operations

n For complex data types, we have some operations
that come with the way the data type is defined and
usually the programmer will add additional
operations, using already defined operations and the
control structures
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Pascal: operations on basic data
structures (selection) (I)

n In order to manipulate an element of a data structure,
we need to generate it and keep a handle on it, which
is achieved by defining a variable of the type and
assign to the variable the element

n This is achieved by :=
n Examples:

var i: integer;
a: char;

…
i:= 5;
a := 'a';
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Pascal: operations on basic data
structures (selection) (II)

n The element assigned to a variable can be the result
of evaluating a whole expression using other
variables and operations on data types

n Examples:
var i,j: integer;

a: char;
r:real;

…
i:= 5*j;
a := succ('a');
r:= i*j
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Pascal: operations on basic data
structures (selection) (III)

n Some build-in operations on integer:
ord, abs, aqr, +, -, *, =

n Some build-in operations on real:
trunc, abs, sin, ln, +, /

n Some build-in operations on boolean:
not, and, or

n Some build-in operations on char:
succ, prev

n There are many operations having arguments of one
type and producing elements of another
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Java: operations on primitive data
types (selection) (I)

n Java also uses the variable concept, although
variables often refer to objects and parts of objects

n Setting a variable to an element is achieved by using
the = operator

n There are alternatives to = that set the variable to a
value based on its previous value, for example +=

n Examples:
double d;
int age = 21;
d = age;
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Java: operations on primitive data
types (selection) (II)

n The element assigned to a variable can, again, be the
result of evaluating a whole expression using other
variables and operations on data types

n Examples:
int i,j;
char a = 'a';
float r;
…
i = 5*j;
a += 2;
r = i*j;
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Java: operations on primitive data
types (selection) (III)

n Some build-in operations on byte, short, int and long:
++, --, -, *

n Some build-in operations on float and double:
/, -, *

n Some build-in operations on boolean:
&, ^, &&, !

n Some build-in operations on char:
<=, ==

n Again, there are many operations having arguments
of one or several types and producing elements of
other types
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Pascal: operations on complex data
structures

n The general concepts from basic data structures
regarding variables, :=, and expressions apply also to
complex data types

n Each way of constructing a certain complex structure
comes with some operations associated to it

n Functions and procedures can be used to perform
additional data manipulations
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Operations on user-defined simple
data types (selection)

n "Code types":
succ, pred

n Subtypes of simple data types:
l operations of the type from which the subtype is

selected
l Note: this might result is problems if the result of

an operation on elements of the subtype leads out
of the subtype
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Sets

n Generating sets:
[], [a1..a2], [a1,a2,a3,a4] (empty set, interval, set)

n Operations on sets:
+, -, * (union, difference, intersection)

n Conditions involving sets:
<=, >=, =, <>, in
(subset, superset, equality, inequality, membership)
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Arrays

n A variable of type array consists of so-called field
variables that allow to access the fields of the array:
var a: array[1..4] of integer
defines variables a[1], a[2], a[3] and a[4] of type
integer

n Access and manipulation of arrays can only be
achieved by accessing and manipulating the field
variables

n For strings we can compare them for equality
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Files (I)

n When defining a variable of a file type, automatically
a so-called buffer variable (type is component type) is
defined
var f: file of integer
defines f↑ of type integer

n The buffer variable is used to access and navigate the
file:
l rewrite(f) opens the file associated with f for writing)
l f↑ := 5 prepares 5 to be written into f
l put(f) writes 5 into f (write(f,5) achieves the same)
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Files (II)

l reset(f) opens the file associated with f (for reading)
l get(f) assigns to f↑ the actual component of f

(which is the next component in the file)
l read(f,i) assigns the actual component of f to the

variable i
n A buffer variable is very similar to a pointer variable
n The end of a file is marked with eof and the condition

eof(f) is true, if the end of f is reached
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Records (I)

n When defining a variable of a record type,
component variables for the components are
automatically defined (with the appropriate types):
type date = record day: 1..31;

month: 1..12;
year: 1000..3000

end;
var today:date;
automatically defines today.day, today.month and
today.year
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Records (II)

n Access and manipulation of variables of type record
can only be achieved by accessing and manipulating
the component variables
(even when using with)
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Pointers
n A variable of a pointer type has to be initialized:

var point: ↑integer;
…
new(point);
assigns to point a certain address in memory that is
intended to store an integer value

n By assigning to a pointer variable an integer value
this value is stored at the address

n By assigning to a pointer variable another pointer
variable, the two variables point to the same address

n Conditions on pointer variables are =, <> and nil for
an undefined value at the address

n dispose(point) allows to destroy pointer variables
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Functions and procedures (I)

n Functions produce values of a type and can be
defined by the programmer using parameter
declarations

n Parameters of functions (and procedures) can be
given to it
l by value (any expression that occurs in the

function call at the parameter position is evaluated
and the result is assigned to the parameter)

l by reference (a pointer to the result of the
expression is assigned to the parameter; if the
expression is a variable, then sideeffects are
possible)
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Functions and procedures (II)

n Functions can be used in larger expressions to
produce values that can be assigned to variables

n Procedures do not produce a value of a data
structure, instead they can be seen as subprograms
and values that the main program wants to get from
procedures are transferred by assigning them to
parameters (of the right type) that are defined as call-
by-reference

n Calling a procedure is just a command
n It is possible to define functions and procedures

within functions and procedures, which brings up
the problem of the scope of names (see 2.4)
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Functions and procedures (III)

n Example: function

function rfakul (n: integer) : integer;
begin if n = 0 then rfakul := 1

else rfakul := rfakul(n-1)*n
end
…
rfakul(5);

call by value variable
result type

set result value

recursive call of function

call of function in main program
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Functions and procedures (IV)
n Example: procedure

procedure mydiv (div1, div2: integer; var fact, res: integer);
var help: integer;
begin

help:= div1;
fact:= 0;
while help > div2 do

begin fact:= fact+1; help:= help-div2; end
res:= help;

end
…
mydiv(20,3,i,j);

call by reference variables

local variable

call of procedure in main program;
i,j integer variables
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Java: operations on complex data
structures

n The general concepts from basic data structures
regarding variables, =, and expressions apply also to
complex data types
But: Java variables only reference objects, they do not
contain them! F treat them as pointer variables!

n Each way of constructing a certain complex structure
comes with some operations (methods) associated to
it

n Additionally, there are user-defined methods
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Arrays

n Similar to Pascal, we refer to an element in a array by
adding the index to the variable representing the
array:
Button[] buttons = new Button[10];
produces buttons[0], buttons[1],…,buttons[9]

n An array is created and assigned to a variable by new
int[] abc;
abc = new int[500]

n buttons.length returns the array's length
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Classes (I)

n For a class, Java automatically creates several
methods that allow to create objects of the class and
to access components (fields) of objects
l new is used to create an object of the argument

class (using the class constructor):
Circle myCircle = new Circle(3,4,7.5);

l Components are accessed by using the object
name followed by a dot and the field name
double myRadius;
myRadius = myCircle.r;
myCircle.x = 3.5;
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Classes (II)

l There is no way to tell Java that an object should
be deleted that guarantees that this is done
immediately.
BUT: a programmer can write a finalizer method
that is invoked when the system (i.e. the garbage
collector) removes an object.
Another BUT: the finalizer might never be
executed.
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Classes (III)

n Usually, additional operations involving an object
(and possibly other objects) are needed
public class Circle {

public double x,y;
public double r;
public double circumference() {return 2*3.1416*r; }
public double area() { return 3.1416*r*r;}
}

n The user-defined methods are accessed by using the
object name followed by a dot and the method name

myCircle.circumference
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Classes (IV)

n Due to inhertitance, objects of a class can have more
methods than the ones explicitely defined when
defining the class.
This can make it necessary to override methods!

n Methods can also be overloaded, i.e. we use the same
name for several methods that have different
argument types (within a class).
Often the constructor method for a class is
overloaded:
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Classes (V)

public class Circle {
public double x, y, r;
public Circle(double x, double y, double r){

this.x = x; this.y = y; this.r = r;
}

}
n this refers to the object itself.
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Classes (VI)

n Methods for interfaces and abstract classes:
l an abstract class can have nonabstract methods,

i.e. methods that are fully defined and
implemented (obviously, these methods do not
need to know how the abstract parts will be
implemented later, resp. they just call them)

l An interface cannot define any nonabstract
methods
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Operations on data in imperative
programming

n The definition of data types and the definition of the
operations on them are usually separated.

n Usually we cannot define parameterized data types
and consequently we cannot overload operations
(except for build-in data structures) and overriding
operations cannot be reflected in a structure on data
structures (only via the program structure)

n Making use of information where an element is
stored is possible and often such information is used
to interpret data in different ways (C is a bad
example for this)
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Operations on data in object-oriented
programming

n Data structure and the operations on the defined data
are defined together in classes.

n What operations on a certain piece of data are
available is also determined by the class hierarchy

n Overloading and overriding of operations is possible
and rather convenient, since operations doing the
same thing (only on different data structures) can be
named the same (this is also called polymorphism
due to dynamic binding)


